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Not well known in Spain, -the artist Warren Neidich has actually participated in two
important exhibitions here: Madrid Abierto
in 2004 and Educando el saber, MUSAC 2010
curated by Octavio Zaya. The North American artist (1962) uses appropriation amongst
other proceedures to develop an alternative
record in order unpack certain cultural and
historical transformations and their coding.
The gallery Moriarty has chosen to participate
in PhotoEspaña 2011, exhibiting some essential parts of his early work, American History
Reinvented, from which three of the original
ten projects are shown. I believe the main
ones.
Neidich “reinvents” essential moments in
American history, fraught with contradictory
meanings, that bear a mythology neighboring 0n mystification . For this he uses
an assortment of resources such as period
photographs, fragments of films and even
theatrical reconstructions with a twist. In his

Recoding History, not shown in the exhibition but present in his book American History
Reinvented published in 1989 by Aperture
Books, the photographs are inhabited by a
tiny detail or punctum that reveals that the
image that you are viewing can not be “real”
because it contains contemporary objects
that didn’t exist back then. At other times he
reconstructs with the same actors different
scenes of rural life. For instance Voting Day
reenacts African Americans at a period voting
day situation even before they had the right to
vote or he subtracts basic tools like a hunter’s
gun to underscore the lack of the right of
African Americas to bear arms. In a later work
Unknown Artist, again not part of the exhibition but part of the larger project, he adds to
historical takes of the main characters of the
avant-garde art as they were pictured in photographs by photoshopping images of himself
in exchange for those of unknown and well
known artists.
The three series presented at the gallery
are Pseudoevents-Politics of Aproppriation,
Contra-Curtis: Early American Cover-ups
and Aerial Reconnaissance photographs:
the Battle of Chickamagua. The diptychs
of Pseudoevents reconstruct pictures, now

archived in the Museum of Afro-American
History,Hempstead, which portray the daily
lives of freed blacks that had lived in the
mid-nineteenth century in townships similar
to the one now forming the Beth Page Historic Restoration, Beth Page, New York. This
work is far more than a mere appropriation,
but rather a kind of revivification of a document that allows it to survive even more in
time. Contra: Curtis reproduces the finish and
visual formulas of Edward Curtis through
frames extracted from Western movies where
the 7th Cavalry annihilate the “savages” or adventurous outlaws assault their wives. Finally,
some impossible aerial shots with the movements of troops and the installation of camps
during the famous battle of Chickamagua, the
only important one won by the Confederate
armies, which took place in September 1863
and caused over 4,000 deaths.
The exhibition requires for its correct comprenhension an installation that emphasizes its
documentary character, that does not lead to
deception beyond the imaginary logic of the
visitor. This has been done in Moriarty with
frames, light and text boards, delivering one
of the best exhibitions of the Festival.

